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Personal answer I found this short story to be one of those I have read. I like that the enemy of my entire enemy is my friend's theme. The two men who have always hated each other end up in a situation where they have to make friends to survive, and I really enjoyed it. Summary This story is about two men who have hated each other
for years. One of the men, Ulrich Von Gradwitz, owned a large forest full of game. However, another man inherited the quarry and was also considered by ga Personal Response I to be one of the better reads of this short story. I like that the enemy of my entire enemy is my friend's theme. The two men who have always hated each other
end up in a situation where they have to make friends to survive, and I really enjoyed it. Summary This story is about two men who have hated each other for years. One of the men, Ulrich Von Gradwitz, owned a large forest full of game. However, another man inherited the quarry and was also a game-taker. This male name was Georg
Znayem and his quarry was on the edge of the forest. One night, Ulrich stood watching and listening to wild boars that might come through the woods. Ulrich had gathered his foresters to watch the forest in case the thieves tried to smuggle it. That night was pretty disturbed. There was a terrible windstorm and the whole forest was alive.
Ulrich eventually moved from where he was down the slope, still listening to the intruders. Ulrich hoped to run into Georg so he could finish him off. And so his wish was fulfilled. As he stepped around the great beech tree, Georg stood there, both men with rifles in his hand and anger in his heart. Just then, the storm hit in and felled a large
tree that fell and landed on top of two men, pinning them. Ulrich wasn't badly injured, but he couldn't move when Georg was in serious trouble. Somehow Georg was still able to spit out cocky remarks to Ulrich, and Ulrich got annoyed. Georg still wanted to fight Ulrich, and he kept saying that his men would release him and then decide
Ulrich's fate. Then silence fell on them until Ulrich brought out his bottle of wine and already during it. Then he noticed how unhappy Georg looked and offered him. Georg refused because he didn't want to share wine with the enemy. Ulrich started talking about the idea that they should quit their competition and try to call for help together.
Georg thought about it and realized he couldn't get out of there without Ulrich's help. So they called, waited a few minutes and then called again. Soon Ulrich noticed about 8-9 characters coming over the hill. The men were so glad they were rescued until the numbers convergeed. Ulrich laughed, the laughter of fear. Georg asked me who
they were. Ulrich answered Wolves. Characterization The two men in this story hate each other. Their families have competed for three. Ulrich and Georg despise each other. Two men, both bloodshirst until an unlikely location occurs and they end up making friends to save each other. Reccommendation I recommend this to anyone who
likes tense stories or a short story. I thought it was a very good short story. I'm sure a lot of other people would enjoy this too. ... More, he strayed alone away from the watchers he had ambushed on the crest of a hill, wandering far down steep slopes amid the wild mess of undergrowth, peeking through tree trunks and listening to the
whistling and brawling of the wind, and the restless beating of branches for the sight and sound of bandits. If only on this wild night, in this dark, lonely place, he might run into Georg Znaeym, the man against the man, without any witness - that was the wish that was at the top of his thoughts. And when he stepped around the trunk of a
huge beech, he came face to face with the man he was looking for. These two enemies stood staring at each other for a long time in a moment of silence. Everyone had a rifle in their hand, everyone had anger in their hearts and murder on top of their minds. It had become an opportunity to give a full game to life's passions. But a man
bred under the rules of restraining civilization cannot easily nervous himself into shooting his neighbor in cold blood and without saying a word, except for the insult against his fire and glory. And before the moment of hesitation had given way to action, nature's own violence overwhelmed them both. The violent screaming of the storm had
been met with a split in their heads, and before they could jump off, a group of falling beech trees had thundered over them. Ulrich von Gradwitz found himself stretched to the ground, one arm intervened under him and the other kept almost as helpless in the tight pull of forked branches with both legs attached under the fallen mass. His
heavy boots had saved his legs from being crushed to pieces, but if his fractures were not as severe as they could have been, at least it was clear that he could not move from his current position until someone came to free him. The descending branch had cut the skin on his face, and he had to wink from his eyelashes before he could
take an overview of the disaster. By his side, so close that under normal circumstances he could have almost touched him, counted Georg Znaeym alive and struggling, but apparently as helpless as himself. Everyone around them lays a thick wreck with fragmented branches and broken branches. The relief of being alive and irritable
about his captive plight brought a strange medley of pious praise and sharp curses to Ulrich's lips. Georg, who was early blinded by the blood dripping into his eyes, briefly ended his struggle and then laughed briefly, feistyly. So you're not dead, as you're supposed to be, but. But. either way, closed, he cried; was quickly caught. Ulrich von
Gradwitz captured his stolen forest. There's real justice for you! And he laughed mockingly and cruelly again. I'm stuck in my own woodland, replied Ulrich. When my men come to free us, perhaps you wish you were in better trouble than being caught poaching on neighboring lands, shame on you. Georg was silent for a moment; Then he
replied quietly: Are you sure your men will find a lot to release? I have men in the woods, too, near me, and they're here first and they release. When they drag me out from under these damn branches, they don't need much clumsyness to spin this trunk mass on you. Your men will find you dead under a fallen beech tree. For the sake of
form, I send my condolences to your family. It's a useful clue, Ulrich said vehemently. My men had orders to comply after ten minutes, seven of which must have passed by now, and when they get me out - I remember a hint. Only when you have encountered your death poaching on my lands do I believe I can properly send any message
of condolence to your family. Good, annoyed Georg, good. We will fight this quarrel to the death, you, me and our foresters, without the damn intruders who would come between us. Death and damnation to you, Ulrich von Gradwitz. Same to you, Georg Znaeym, forest thief, game-squaring. Both men spoke bitterly of a possible defeat
before them, for both knew it could be a long time before his men searched for him or found him; It was a coincidence which party would arrive first. Both had now given up the useless battle to free themselves from the mass of wood that kept them down; Ulrich limited his attempt to bring one partially free hand close to his outer jacket
pocket to pull out his bottle of wine. Even after he had the operation, it took him a long time to remove the stopper or get fluid from his throat. But what the bet from heaven looked like! It was an open winter, and there had still been little snow, so the prisoners suffered less from the cold than could have happened in that time of year;
Nevertheless, the wine warmed up and recovered for the wounded man, and he looked a little pitying at where his enemies lay, only to wither the moaning of pain and fatigue from crossing his lips. Could you reach for this bottle if I threw it at you? Asked Ulrich all of a sudden. It has good wine, and you might as well be as nice as you can
be. Let us drink even if one of us dies. No, I can hardly see anything; There is so much blood around my eyes, said Georg, and under no circumstances do I drink wine with the enemy. Ulrich remained silent for a few minutes and lay listening to the wind scream. The idea was slowly forming and growing An idea that was reinforced every
time he looked at a man who fought so darkly against pain and exhaustion. In pain and languor, that Ulrich himself felt the old rage seemed to die. Neighbor, he said, do whatever you want if your men are the first. That was quite a deal. But what about me, I've changed my mind. If my men are the first to come, you'll be the first to be
helped, as if you're my guest. We've been fighting like devils all our lives because of this stupid strip of forest where trees can't even stand upright with a breath of wind. I was lying here for the night thinking we'd been stupid. There are better things in life than winning a border dispute. Neighbor, if you help me bury the old fight, I'm asking
you to be my friend. Georg Znaeym remained silent for so long that Ulrich thought he may have fainted with the pain of his injuries. Then he spoke slowly and twitchily. How would the whole area stare and babble if we rode to the market together? No living person remembers seeing Znaeym and von Gradwitz talking to each other in
friendship. And what peace it would be among the forester if we ended our quarrels tonight. And if we decide to make peace among our people, there is nothing else to lack, no intruders from the outside ... You would come and keep Sylvester under my roof for the night, and I would come and feast on some high day in your castle ... I
would never shoot at your land, except when you invited me as a guest; And you should come shoot me in the swamp where the wild birds are. There is nothing in the whole countryside that could harm us if we want to make peace. I never thought I wanted to do anything but hate you my whole life, but I think I've changed my mind about
things too, in the last half hour. And you offered me your wine fly ... Ulrich von Gradwitz, I'm going to be your friend. For the space, both men were silent and turned in mind the miraculous changes that this dramatic reconciliation would bring about. In a cold, gloomy forest, where the wind rifts in suitable gusts through naked branches and
whistling around tree trunks, they lay and waited for help that would now bring freedom and help to both sides. And each prayed for a private prayer for her husbands to arrive first, so that she would be the first to show honorable attention to the enemy who had become a friend. As the wind dropped for a moment, Ulrich broke his silence.
Let's call for help, he said. he said; In this tut, our voices may carry a little. They don't go far through trees and undergrowth, said Georg, but we can try. Together, then. The duo raised their voices in a protracted hunting call. Together again, said Ulrich a few minutes later, after listening in vain to the answer to the halloo. All I could hear
was the wind from the plague, said Georg hoansily. was quiet again for a few minutes, and then Ulrich cried happily. I see numbers coming through a tree. They're following the way I came down the slope. Both men raised their voices as loudly as they could. They can hear us! They've stopped. Now they see us. They're running down the
hill towards us, ulrich shouted. How many are there? asked Georg. I cannot see clearly, said Ulrich. Nine or 10, then they're yours, said Georg. I only had seven out. They do all the speed, brave boys, said Ulrich gladly. Are they your men? asked Georg. Are they your men? repeated him impatiently when Ulrich didn't answer. No, said
Ulrich, laughing, a man's idiotic babbling who was terribly scared. Who are they? asked Georg quickly and excited his eyes to see what the other would rather not have seen. Seen.
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